
Hi, my name is Paul J Andrew (‘Peej’ to friends and colleagues)

I am a freelance, professional camera operator working in television, 
video and live entertainment.

Born and raised in Liverpool I have lived and worked across the UK 
and for several years in North America. 

PROFILE

CAREER
I have over 30 years media experience ranging from broadcast drama, ENG news and documentaries, through to 
educational programmes and corporate video production. I began my career as a cameraman and was also 
trained to edit (originally using analog and later digitally.) As time went on, I began to gain experience in other 
areas and eventually moved into producing and directing in the early 90’s. Around that time I also established my 
own successful production company that went on to produce programmes for many international corporate 
clients all over the world and I have worked across six of the seven continents and even shot inside the arctic 
circle (I’m still hoping for that gig in the Antarctic to complete the set!)


When asked, I still produce, direct and shoot programmes for selected clients in the finance sector and also the 
pharmaceutical industry. However, over the last ten years I have now returned to my career roots and, on a day 
to day basis, operate as a freelance camera operator in TV, corporate video and the entertainment industry. 

SKILLS

EXPERIENCE

๏ PSC/Handheld

๏ Live Outside Broadcast

๏ DSLR Shooting

๏ Lighting


๏ Green screen

๏ Action Cameras (GoPro etc)

๏ Photography

๏ PTZ/Remote camera

 PAUL J ANDREW 
FREELANCE CAMERA OPERATOR


North West based but working worldwide


UK/Europe:  +44 (0) 7525 331585 
Direct email:  paul@pjandrew.com

	 	 	 	 	     I am equally happy to work as part of a team or alone as a single 
camera, the joy for me is ‘capturing the moment’ whatever the subject matter. On a personal level I enjoy 
watching sport and being outdoors. To relax I enjoy photography and have been a keen angler for over 40 years.

๏ Overseas Summits/Congresses

๏ Sports

๏ Corporate/Marketing

๏ News - Local/National

๏ Interviews


๏ Conferences

๏ Live Events

๏ Documentary

๏ Music Festivals/Concerts

๏ Travel


